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eightlifting (often referred to as Olympic weightlifting
or Olympic-style weightlifting) is a highly used form
of training by sport performance professionals. The
benefits of weightlifting movements include increased balance,
coordination, strength, speed, and rate of force production
(2). Two of the most desired physical qualities in athletes are
speed and strength, because most sports require quick and
explosive movements. The amount of force an athlete can apply
to the ground, and how fast they can apply that force, will help
determine how fast they can run, how high they can jump, or
how quickly they can change direction, all of which are required
in most sports. Powerlifting incorporates lifts that require heavy
loads, but lower velocity of movements; whereas weightlifting
uses loads performed at a much higher velocity. As a result,
weightlifting and weightlifting variations in conjunction with
powerlifting movements may be better suited for developing
strength, power, and speed due to the utilization of a greater rate
of force production (1,4,5,6). Although weightlifting movements
are commonly utilized in the field of sport performance for the
development of enhanced physical qualities, the terminology
frequently varies between coaches. A consistent use of vocabulary
is needed for greater application and understanding between
coaches and programs (7). The purpose of this article is to present
commonly used terminology from USA Weightlifting and common
verbiage from sport performance coaches in numerous athletic
settings, as well as describe the basic positions and terminology
for the weightlifting exercises (9,10,11,12).
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WEIGHTLIFTING
The competitive movements of weightlifting are the snatch and
the clean and jerk. The snatch is a movement where the bar starts
on the floor and, through proper technique, finishes with the
bar over the lifter’s head in either the power position (hips and
knees unlocked and slightly flexed with a ridged back) or a squat
position (full movement). The power position catch is commonly
referred to as a “power snatch.” The clean and jerk is two separate
movements in one attempt. The clean portion of the lift starts
with the bar on the floor and, through proper technique, finishes
(first movement) with the bar in the rack position in either the
power position or at the bottom of a front squat. Upon standing
up with the bar still in the rack position, the lifter will then jerk
(second movement) the bar overhead. These two movements are
very technical and therefore may require extended time to learn.
A detailed review of the desired technique for the competitive
weightlifting movements and their derivatives is outside the scope
of this article.
The use of the weightlifting movements and their variations are
popular within the world of sport performance professionals at
all levels of training. The purpose behind the use of weightlifting
movements for developing athletic performance is based on the
production of force and power while performing the lifts, and how
that will transfer to the force and power that is used on the playing
field. The use of weightlifting and their variations can be used to
help improve strength for those movements, as well as transferring
power from a static or supported position to maximum power
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production to complete the movement. The use of triple extension
(ankles, knees, and hips) has been shown to help create maximum
rate of force production (8).

FIGURE 3. MID-THIGH POSITION FOR SNATCH
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)

STARTING POSITIONS
Commonly used starting positions for both the snatch and clean
movements are performed from either a hang position (power
position, mid-thigh, above knee), from blocks (mid-thigh, above
knee, below knee), or from the floor. The use of blocks is used
in order to reinforce technique and proper starting positions.
Additionally, research has shown that the partial weightlifting
movements and movements from blocks can help to facilitate
a transition to full weightlifting movements (3). Figures 1 – 18
provide illustrations and descriptions of the starting positions for
the snatch and clean movements.
FIGURE 1. POWER POSITION FOR SNATCH MOVEMENTS

FIGURE 4. MID-THIGH POSITION FOR SNATCH
MOVEMENTS (HANG)

FIGURE 2. POWER POSITION FOR CLEAN MOVEMENTS
FIGURE 5. MID-THIGH POSITION FOR CLEAN
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)
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FIGURE 6. MID-THIGH POSITION FOR CLEAN
MOVEMENTS (HANG)

FIGURE 9. ABOVE KNEE POSITION FOR CLEAN
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)

FIGURE 7. ABOVE KNEE POSITION FOR SNATCH
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)

FIGURE 10. ABOVE KNEE POSITION FOR CLEAN
MOVEMENTS (HANG)

FIGURE 8. ABOVE KNEE POSITION FOR SNATCH
MOVEMENTS (HANG)
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FIGURE 11. BELOW KNEE POSITION FOR SNATCH
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)
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FIGURE 14. CLEAN MOVEMENTS FROM THE FLOOR

FIGURE 12. BELOW KNEE POSITION FOR CLEAN
MOVEMENTS (BLOCKS)

FINISHING POSITIONS
NOTE: The authors believe in teaching a below knee position from
the blocks only for athletes that have not developed the trunk
stability to maintain and hold proper form to perform the below
knee starting position from hang. It is believed the risk of injury
is minimized by using and teaching the below knee position from
blocks only.
FIGURE 13. SNATCH MOVEMENTS FROM THE FLOOR

The finishing positions for the snatch and the clean are going to
vary on how it is described in the training plan. The term power
refers to a position with the feet flat on the ground, knees bent,
trunk erect, and weight evenly distributed on the feet. If the
movement is described as simply a snatch or a clean, it refers to
catching the bar in the bottom position of the overhead squat or
front squat.
FIGURE 15. POWER SNATCH RECEIVING POSITION
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FIGURE 16. SNATCH RECEIVING POSITION

Weightlifting is a valuable form of training for sport performance
professionals to help develop rate of force production in athletes.
The proper use of terminology should be included in the name of
the movement. For example, power position power clean indicates
starting in the power position and catching in the power position.
Another common example of proper terminology use is the power
clean or power snatch, which would indicate the movement
starting from the floor and being caught in the power position.
Table 1 offers several examples that could help a coach or athletic
performance staff use proper terminology.
A consistent use of terms is vital to understand training programs
and exercises between coaches and programs. This understanding
and consistency in terminology will help alleviate confusion with
both athletes and coaches alike.
FIGURE 17. POWER CLEAN RECEIVING POSITION

FIGURE 18. CLEAN RECEIVING POSITION
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TABLE 1. TERMINOLOGY FOR STARTING AND FINISHING POSITIONS
EXERCISE NAME

STARTING POSITIONS

FINISHING POSITIONS

POWER POSITION POWER SNATCH

Power Position

Power Position

POWER POSITION SNATCH

Power Position

Bottom of Overhead Squat

POWER POSITION POWER CLEAN

Power Position

Power Position

POWER POSITION CLEAN

Power Position

Bottom of Front Squat

MID-THIGH POWER SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar at mid-point of thigh from blocks

Power Position

MID-THIGH POWER SNATCH (HANG)

RDL bar to mid-point of thigh

Power Position

MID-THIGH POWER CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar at mid-point of thigh from blocks

Power Position

MID-THIGH POWER CLEAN (HANG)

RDL bar to mid-point of thigh

Power Position

MID-THIGH SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar at mid-point of thigh from blocks

Bottom of Overhead Squat

MID-THIGH SNATCH (HANG)

RDL bar to mid-point of thigh

Bottom of Overhead Squat

MID-THIGH CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar at mid-point of thigh from blocks

Bottom of Front Squat

MID-THIGH CLEAN (HANG)

RDL bar to mid-point of thigh

Bottom of Front Squat

ABOVE KNEE POWER SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar just above knee from blocks

Power Position

ABOVE KNEE POWER SNATCH (HANG)

RDL bar to just above knee

Power Position

ABOVE KNEE POWER CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar just above knee from blocks

Power Position

ABOVE KNEE POWER CLEAN (HANG)

RDL bar to just above knee

Power Position

ABOVE KNEE SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar just above knee from blocks

Bottom of Overhead Squat

ABOVE KNEE SNATCH (HANG)

RDL bar to just above knee

Bottom of Overhead Squat

ABOVE KNEE CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar just above knee from blocks

Bottom of Front Squat

ABOVE KNEE CLEAN (HANG)

RDL bar to just above knee

Bottom of Front Squat

BELOW KNEE POWER SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar just below knee from blocks

Power Position

BELOW KNEE POWER CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar just below knee from blocks

Power Position

BELOW KNEE SNATCH (BLOCKS)

Bar just below knee from blocks

Bottom of Overhead Squat

BELOW KNEE CLEAN (BLOCKS)

Bar just below knee from blocks

Bottom of Front Squat

POWER SNATCH

From floor

Power Position

POWER CLEAN

From floor

Power Position

SNATCH

From floor

Bottom of Overhead Squat

CLEAN

From floor

Bottom of Front Squat
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